EAST CAMPUS UPDATE: 10/14/2017 - 10/20/2017

ESCONDIDO VILLAGE
GRADUATE RESIDENCES

• Hoskins and Thoburn Ct residents - modified pedestrian and bike paths will be in place through October. Pay attention to detour signs and flaggers.

• Utilities work outside of the construction fence will affect paths, roads and existing building entries intermittently through December 2017.

• Off-haul of dirt continues via Serra Street. Use caution when traveling around the site.

ESCONDIDO VILLAGE
GRADUATE RESIDENCES

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm

Project Contacts:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

For more updates and info:
newgradhousing.stanford.edu/construction-updates

SERRA ROUNDABOUT
& UTILITY WORK

• Closure of one lane of Campus Drive, between Escondido and Serra continues.

• Pedestrian detours will be in place. Bicycles will need to share the road due to lane closures.

• Please use caution when traveling in the area.

Work Hours: 7am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Kelly Rohlf, Project Manager, krohlfs@stanford.edu

PAMPAS LANE UTILITY WORK

• Serra street closed from 8am - 4pm, M-F between El Camino and Thoburn Court. Traffic is detoured to Olmsted Road, flaggers will help direct traffic.

• Night work continues, Mondays through Thursdays, from the credit union to CCSC.

Work Hours: 8am - 4:30pm
Project Contact:
Joseph H. Kearney, Project Manager, jkearney@stanford.edu

MANZANITA FIELD

• Underground utility work directly adjacent to RF residence at Lantana. Expect trenches and large equipment in the area.

• Continue delivery of materials.

Work Hours: 8am - 4:30pm
Project Contact:
Kelly Rohlf, Project Manager, krohlfs@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by
Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
EAST CAMPUS UPDATE: 10/14/2017 - 10/20/2017

FROST AMPHITHEATER RENOVATION

- Continue drilling and filling piers at the stage house foundation, through the end of October. Filling piers involves concrete truck traffic.
- Continue underground plumbing at main restroom.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contacts:
Kharon Hathaway, Project Manager, kharon@stanford.edu

ENCINA COMPLEX UPGRADES

- Project laydown space will be the west lawn next to Encina Commons.
- Site fencing will be installed in November.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Brad Wells, Project Manager, jbwells@stanford.edu

LAW LOUNGE RENOVATION

- Demolition activities continue.
- Expect some construction and demolition noise.
- Follow detours and use caution traveling in the area.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contact:
Kharon Hathaway, Project Manager, kharon@stanford.edu

CHILDREN’S CENTER OF THE STANFORD COMMUNITY

- Project site fencing will be installed at the end of October.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Brad Wells, Project Manager, jbwells@stanford.edu

SCHWAB RENOVATION

- Expect loud construction noises in the neighborhood.
- Continue interior renovation of student rooms.

Work Hours: 8am - 7pm
Project Contact:
Kharon Hathaway, Project Manager, kharon@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.